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Abstract

Cooperativecommunication is a buzz word in research community today. Itenables nodes to achieve spatial

diversity, thereby achieving tremendous improvement in system capacity and delay. Due to this immense potential,

extensive investigations have been directed to closely examine its performance by means of both analysis and

simulation. However, the study of this new technology in an implementation based system is very limited. In this paper,

we present two implementation approaches to demonstrate the viability of realizing cooperation at the MAC layer

in a real environment1. The paper describes the technical challenges encounteredin each of the approaches, details

the corresponding solution proposed, and compares the limitations and benefits of the approaches. The experimental

measurements are reported, which not only help developing adeeper understanding of the protocol behavior but also

confirm that the cooperative communication is a promising realistic technology for boosting the performance of next

generation wireless networks.

Index Terms

Cooperative communications, cooperative MAC, implementation, experimentation, measurement, 802.11, testbed,

driver, HostAP, Software defined radio, CSMA.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Today, wireless devices are evolving into multipurpose systems with data extensive applications running on them.

Such applications require high speed connectivity and strong error protection. Those needs, along with the exploding

growth of wireless networks and the limited spectrum resources have created serious problems in today’s wireless

technology like capacity crunch and high interference. This situation entails a move towards the development of

new wireless techniques that can achieve a more efficient useof the avaliable spectrum. While emerging techniques

such as Multi-Input Multi-Output systems (MIMO) start increasing the spectrum efficiency in terms of number of

bits per hertz of bandwidth, its usage is limited because of the size, the cost and the power constraints posed by

portable wireless devices. An alternative approach calledcooperative communications[3]–[5] promises to deliver

some of the benefits of MIMO within the given constraints.

Cooperative communication refers to the collaborative processing and retransmission of the overheard information

at those stations surrounding the source. The notion ofcooperationtakes full advantage of the broadcast nature of

the wireless channel and creates spatial diversity, in particular transmission diversity, thereby achieving tremendous

improvement in system robustness, capacity, delay, significant reduction of interference, and extension of coverage

range.

The fundamentals of cooperative communications lie in the physical layer. However, the notion of cooperation

is available in various forms at different higher protocol layers. To expose access to the physical layer information

and quick adaptability to constant mobility, it is natural to introduce the notion of cooperation into the layer directly

above the PHY, namely the medium access control (MAC) layer.

1Some results contained in this paper have been previously presented at IFIP/TC6 Networking 2007 [1] and in LANMAN 2008 [2].



In this paper, we present the implementation of a widely discussed [6]–[9] cooperative MAC protocol called

CoopMAC [10]. The implementation follows two different approaches, one based on an open source driver for

802.11 devices (that we calldriver approach) and the other based on a Software Defined Radio (SDR) platform

(that we callSDR approach). By conducting a comprehensive set of experiments in medium size testbeds, we study

the performance of each approach based on the protocol aspects as these are listed below:

• Throughput performance under heavy load

• Link performance (e.g., PER)

• Delay performance (e.g., average end-to-end delay, jitter, processing and transmission delay)

• Impact of cooperation on the helper station

• Impact of the ”Hello Packet” interval

• Impact of buffer overflow on system performance

• Impact of cooperative MAC on real-time (video) applications.

These results help in developing a deeper understanding of the protocol behavior and also confirm that the

cooperative MAC protocol delivers superior performance when compared to a legacy (802.11) MAC protocol.

Equally importantly, the paper also elaborates the technical challenges encountered in each of the approaches,

details the corresponding solution proposed, compares thelimitations posed by the approaches and their benefits,

and shares the experience gained, thereby exemplifying howimplementation of a cooperative protocol can possibly

be approached.

Note that given the nascent nature of cooperative communications, its performance evaluation by means of

implementation and experimentation has been scarcely discussed or treated so far. Thus, to the best knowledge of

the authors, the work presented in this paper represents oneof the first attempts to develop and further advance the

understanding ofcooperative communication protocolsin a real environment.

To familiarize the reader with the necessary background, Section II briefly introduces cooperative communications

and discusses the recent experimentation efforts in the related field. The protocol that we selected for implementation,

namely CoopMAC is summarized in Section III. Then we discussabout the driver testbed in Section IV and the

implementation efforts in Section V. A rich set of measurement results from the driver testbed along with the

insights revealed therein are reported in Section VI. Section VII describes the limitations of the driver’s approach

and introduces the SDR testbed. Section VIII details the implementation efforts on the SDR platform. The results

of the SDR implementation approach and their insights are provided in Section IX. Section X completes the paper

with final conclusions and possible future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The initial attempts for developing cooperative communications focused on physical (PHY) layer schemes [3]–

[5]. These approaches refer to the collaborative processing and retransmission of the overheard information at those

stations surrounding the source and the destination. By combining different copies of the same signal transmitted

by source and different relay stations, the destination canimprove its ability to decode the original packet.



However, albeit highly promising, cooperation at the physical layer encounters several formidable obstacles, when

system realization is concerned. First and foremost, jointdecoding at the receiver is plausible only if an accurate

synchronization can be maintained among all the stations involved in the communication, which is notoriously

difficult to cope with in reality. Secondly, the cooperativecoding scheme is utterly different from the conventional

ones implemented in commercial wireless products (e.g., IEEE 802.11) so that it demands a total overhaul for the

existing design of physical layer hardware, which is yet another daunting undertaking.

Numerous efforts [9]–[12] have also been reported on designing new MAC layer protocols that take advantage

of spacial diversity and support cooperative schemes in thePHY layer. For instance,CoopMACproposed in [10]

allows source station to choose a relay, based on the information collected passively by listening to the transmissions

in the neighborhood. TherDCF protocol described in [11] follows a more active approach byadvertising the ability

of each relay to help by using “Hello packets”. But for both CoopMAC and rDCF, the source station transmits the

packet to the relay and the relay forwards the packet to the destination immediately after the reception. Meanwhile,

the relay station in [9] forwards the packet only if the it does not receive an ACK from the destination that indicates

that the destination has failed to decode the packet of the first hop transmission. Persistent RCSMA described in

[12] allows executing a distributed and cooperative automatic retransmission request (ARQ) scheme in wireless

networks. These schemes exploit the broadcast nature of thewireless channel in the following manner; once a

destination station receives a data packet containing errors, it can request a set of retransmissions from any of the

relays which overheard the original transmission.

Thanks to the commoditization of IEEE 802.11 devices (e.g.,network interface card (NIC) and access point), and

the availability of various open source device drivers [13]–[15], software defined radio testbeds [16], [17] and free

wireless measurement/testing tools [18], prototyping andexperimentation have become a plausible complement to

theoretical research in communication and networking community in recent years [19]–[24]. However, performance

evaluation for all the cooperative MAC protocols [9], [11],[25] at this moment is solely based upon simulation

and analysis. Since implementation and field experimentation remain the ultimate test of the performance of a new

protocol, we are motivated to pursue an implementation approach in this paper.

Among all these MAC protocols, we have chosenCoopMACto implement, because it is one of the first MAC

protocol that fully exploits cooperative diversity and hasbeen widely discussed and referenced [6]–[9]. Moreover,

CoopMAC maintains backward compatibility with the legacy IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF)

[26] and incurs a negligible additional signaling overhead, thereby requiring only diminutive modifications of

the standard and presenting an opportunity for incrementalimplementation of cooperation on commercial 802.11

platforms. Nevertheless, note that the experience reported in this study is equally applicable for development of

other cooperative MAC schemes that relies on a single relay for forwarding.

Implementation of CoopMAC can be built upon two possible platforms, namelyopen source driver[13]–[15]

and Software Defined Radio[16], [17] . Both platforms have their own benefits as well as drawbacks as far as

CoopMAC implementation is concerned. In order to be able to conduct extensive studies on the cooperative MAC

protocol in a real environment and realize its full potential, we decided to pursue both approaches.
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Fig. 1: Cooperation at MAC layer.

III. C OOPERATION ATMAC L AYER

A. Multirate Capability and Motivation for Cooperation

Before delving into the protocol detail of CoopMAC, the motivation of cooperation and the multi-rate capability

of IEEE 802.11b deserve a brief discussion, as they are crucial to comprehending how the cooperation at MAC

layer can be capitalized on.

In order to deliver acceptable frame error rate (FER), packets in IEEE 802.11 can be transmitted at different

bit rates, which are adaptive to the channel quality. In general, the transmission rate is essentially determined by

the path loss and instantaneous channel fading condition. For IEEE 802.11b, in particular, four different rates are

supported over the corresponding ranges, as depicted in Figure 1(a).

Another key observation conveyed by Figure 1(a) is that a source station that is far away from the destination

may persistently experience a poor wireless channel, resulting in a rate as low as1Mbps for direct transmission

over an extended period of time. If there exists some neighbor who in the meantime can sustain higher transmission

rates (e.g.,11Mbps and5.5Mbps in Figure 1(a)) between itself and both the source and the intended destination,

the source station can enlist the neighbor tocooperateand forward the traffic on its behalf to the destination, finally

yielding a much higher equivalent rate. With the simple participation of neighboring station in the cooperative

forwarding, the aggregate network performance would witness a dramatic improvement, which justifies and motivates

the introduction of cooperation into the MAC layer.

B. A Cooperative MAC Protocol

The set of new features of cooperative MAC spans both the dataplane and control plane of the protocol stack.

For ease of explanation, the termrelay and helper will be used interchangeably in the following discussion. As

shown in Figure 1(b), shorthandSTAs, STAh and STAd represent the source, helper and destination station,

respectively. Moreover,Rsd, Rsh andRhd denote the sustainable rate betweenSTAs andSTAd, betweenSTAs

andSTAh, and betweenSTAh andSTAd.



(a) Basic functionality of CoopMAC

(b) MAC header

Fig. 2: NAV settings and MAC header

1) Data Plane: Upon a transmission of a packet, stationSTAs should access all the rate information in a

cooperation table, and compare a rough estimation of the equivalent two-hop rate (RshRhd)/(Rsh +Rhd) with the

direct rateRsd to determine whether the two-hop communication via the relay yields a better collective performance

than a direct transmission. If the cooperative forwarding is invoked, CoopMAC engages the selected relay station

STAh to receive the traffic from the sourceSTAs at rateRsh and then forward it to the corresponding destination

STAd at rateRhd after a SIFS time. In the end, destinationSTAd indicates its successful reception of the packet

by issuing an acknowledgment packet (i.e., ACK) directly back to STAs. We would like to mention here that we

also considered PHY and MAC overheads in our original paper [10] for more accurate estimation to decide whether

a direct or two-hop is used. Based on the results we concludedthat for an average length packet, those parameters

do not pose significant effect and the decision is the same whether they are considered or only the transmission

rates are considered

As an option, the RTS/CTS signaling defined in IEEE 802.11 canbe extended to a 3-way handshake in CoopMAC

to further facilitate the ensuing cooperative data exchange. Figure 2(a) depicts the flow of data packet as well as

3-way hand shake.

In order to distribute the identity of the station that has been selected as a helper, a minor modification has to

be introduced to the addressing schemes defined in the legacy802.11. More precisely, theAddress 4field in the

legacy 802.11 MAC header as shown in Figure 2(b) is left unused, if the data packets are not sent between access

points. For the data packet fromSTAs to STAh in CoopMAC, however, this field should hold the MAC address



TABLE I: Addressing scheme for different scenarios

Scenario Address 1 Address 2 Address 4

Source to destination Destination Source Not used

Source to helper Helper Source Destination

Helper to destination Destination Source Not used

of the final destinationSTAd, while Address 1field contains the MAC address of the selected helperSTAh. When

the packet is further forwarded bySTAh to STAd, the helper will place the address ofSTAd in field Address 1,

and leave theAddress 4unused.

2) Control Plane:The key enhancement in the control plane at each station is the establishment and maintenance

of a special data structure called the cooperation table (aka CoopTable) as shown in Figure 3 , which contains

essential information related to all the potential helpers.

Each entry in the CoopTable, which corresponds to one candidate helperSTAh, is indexed by its MAC address.

The values ofRhd and Rsh associated withSTAh are stored in the third and fourth field of the CoopTable,

respectively. The main indication of the freshness of the learned information, namely the time at which the most

recent packet is overheard fromSTAh, is held in the second field calledTimestamp. The last field,Number of

Failures, reflects the reliability of each helper, by recording the number of consecutive unsuccessful transmissions

that useSTAh as a helper.

Whenever a packet is overheard from aSTAh, if that neighbor has no corresponding entry in the CoopTable,

a new entry is created and inserted into the table; otherwise, all the fields associated withSTAh would undergo

any necessary updates. It is worthwhile to note that forSTAs to acquire the value ofRhd and Rsh, a passive

eavesdropping approach is followed, so that the overhead ofadditional control message exchange can be kept at

minimum level. More specifically, the physical layer header(PLCP header) of any 802.11 data packet has rate

information in its PLCP signaling field. Since PLCP header isalways transmitted at the base rate, it can be decoded

and understood by all other stations in the network, which includesSTAs. However,STAs may not be able to

correctly retrieve the MAC address of the transmitter and receiver directly from the corresponding data packet,

since such information is contained in the MAC header and is in many instances transmitted at a rate higher than

whatSTAs can support. But fortunately, since each data packet sometimes are preceded by a successful handshake

of RTS/CTS or succeeded by an acknowledgment, and all these control messages are exchanged at the base rate,

STAs eventually can find out the identity ofSTAh and STAd, with which the rateRhd is associated. If there

are direct transmissions between STAs and STAh, the rate estimation should proceed as prescribed by the rate

adaptation algorithm that is used in the particular WLAN [27]. Although the described mechanism takes advantage

of the rate adaptation capability of the network, it is independent of the particular rate adaptation algorithm. When

no communication between these two stations occurs during an extended period of time,STAs is still able to derive

the highest rateRsh that it can sustain, by estimating the quality of the link betweenSTAs andSTAh based upon



the signal strength of the packet thatSTAs overhears fromSTAh.

Fig. 3: CoopTable

Since the protocol design is not the primary focus of this paper, it will not be covered at length hereafter. But

it is worthwhile to note that although CoopMAC seemingly bears some resemblance to the conventional ad hoc

routing protocols, they are in essence fundamentally different. First and foremost, forwarding in CoopMAC per se

is just one practical means to accomplish the goal of leveraging cooperative diversity, instead of the goal itself.

Secondly, all the associated operations occur in the MAC layer, which enjoys a shorter response time and more

convenient access to the physical layer information, as compared to the traditional network layer routing. Interested

audiences are encouraged to refer to [10] for more detailed protocol specifications and technical discussions.

IV. D RIVER IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH

When implementation was first attempted, only the two most widely used open source Linux drivers for IEEE

802.11 wireless device were available, namelyHostAP [13] and MADWiFi [14]. Upon a thorough examination

of the architecture of the respective driver and chipset, and the degree of freedom for protocol change allowed

therein, it was determined thatHostAP, which is based onIntersil Prism 2, 2.5 or 3 chipset, was more suitable to

be adopted as the platform at that time. In this driver-chipset platform, all the features specified in IEEE 802.11

MAC protocol are logically partitioned into two modules, according to the time-criticality of each task. The lower

module, which usually operates on the wireless card as a partof firmware, fulfills the time critical functions, such

as the generation and exchange of RTS/CTS control messages.The other module, which normally assumes the

form of the system driver, is responsible for more delay-tolerant control plane functions such as the management of

MAC layer queue(s), the formation of the MAC layer header, fragmentation, authentication, association, etc. The

basic wireless stack architecture of the driver-chipset platform is depicted in Figure 4(a). Based on the above, the

wireless driver typically controls the functionality of the MAC layer that does not involve any time sensitive issues

(e.g. sending of an ACK after SIFS period). We did modification to wireless driver to implement CoopMAC as

shown in Figure 4(a)
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V. I MPLEMENTATION OF COOPERATION USING OPEN SOURCE DRIVERS

Figure 4(b) depicts the way CoopMAC has been implemented in the driver-chipset platform. Due to the constraints

of space, certain implementation details cannot be covered. Nevertheless, the key challenges encountered in the

driver implementation are summarized. Interested readerscan access the official project website [28] for more

technical information. The driver for cooperative MAC is also available at the website for free downloading.

When it comes to system design, all the features specified in IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol are logically partitioned

into two modules, according to the time-criticality of eachtask. The lower module, usually operates on wireless

card as a part of firmware, fulfills the time-critical missionsuch as generation and exchange of RTS/CTS control

messages, transmission of acknowledgment (ACK) packet, execution of random backoff, etc. The other module,

which normally assumes the form of system driver, is responsible for more delay-tolerant control plane functions

such as the management of MAC layer queue(s), the formation of MAC layer header, fragmentation, association,

etc.

As the cooperative MAC protocol requires changes to both time-critical and delay-tolerant logics, the inacces-

sibility to firmware unfortunately causes additional complexity in implementation. Indeed, compromises have to

be made and alternative approaches have to be pursued, due tothis constraint. For illustrative purpose, three main

circumventions that have been sought are outlined below.

• Suspension of 3-way Handshake

As mentioned in Section III-B1, a 3-way handshake has been defined in the cooperative MAC protocol, which

requires the selected helper to transmit a new control message called “Helper ready To Send” (HTS) between

the RTS and CTS messages. Since the strict sequence of RTS andCTS packet has been hardwired in the

firmware, an insertion of HTS becomes impossible at the driver level. As an alternative, it has then been



determined that the 3-way handshake of the protocol would beentirely suspended.

• Unnecessary Channel Contention for Relayed Packet

Once the channel access has been allocated to the source station, the helper should relay the packet aSIFS

time after its reception, without any additional channel contention. Since theSIFS time is set as10µs in

IEEE 802.11b, any function demanding such a short delay mustbe implemented in the firmware. As a result, a

compromise has been made in the implementation, where channel contention for relayed packet on the second

hop has to be attempted.

• Duplicate ACK

Each successful data exchange in the original cooperative MAC protocol involves only one acknowledgment

message, which is sent from the destination to the source directly. Since the acknowledgment mechanism is

an integral function of firmware, it is impossible to suppress the unnecessary ACK message generated by the

relay station for the packet it will forward on behalf of the source. Therefore, the unwanted ACK from the

relay has to be tolerated, instead of being curbed.

As a critical implication of the circumventions described above, a faithful implementation of cooperative MAC

is anticipated to outperform the one demonstrated in this paper.

A. Maintenance of the CoopTable

As described in Section III-B2,CoopTableplays a key role in facilitating the cooperative operation.The passive

approach defined therein for rate learning, however, has notbeen realized due to the following reasons:

• Unwanted Packet Filtering

All the packets with a destination address different from the local MAC address are filtered out by the firmware,

instead of being passed up to the driver. Hence, the driver isnot able to be aware of such packets, not mentioning

to retrieve any information from them.

• Controllability of the Experiment Environment

Even if the driver has access to such packets (e.g., by periodically switching the wireless card to the promiscuous

mode), the traffic load and pattern at each station may cause inconvenience for experimentation.

Therefore, for sake of controllability of experiment environment, an active information distribution approach

would be followed instead. More specifically, aHello packet is broadcasted by each station in a periodic manner,

attempting to notify the neighbors about its existence as well as the sustainable transmission rate on the respective

link. The frequency of theHello packet broadcasts in all the scenarios except for the one described in VI.B is

one packet per second. Upon the reception of theHello packet, a station either inserts a new entry or updates an

existing one in its CoopTable.

To further increase the flexibility, the frequency at which the Hello packet is transmitted as well as the rate

information to be carried have been implemented as parameters in the driver, which can be configured on fly by

iwpriv command.



TABLE II: Summary of Implemented Functionality

Role New Functionality

Source 1. Helper selection, based uponCoopTable

2. Creation and insertion of aCoopHeaderin

the packet to be transmitted

Helper 1. Creation and insertion of a newCoopHeader

in the packet to be relayed

2. Cooperative packet relay

Destination 1. Packet reception and payload extraction

B. New Shim Header

No flexible mechanism is available on theHostAPplatform to pass 3 MAC addresses down to firmware to generate

a proper MAC header, which implies that the addressing scheme described in Section III-B1 cannot be faithfully

followed. As a tentative solution, a new shim header calledCoopHeader, which contains the MAC addresses of

source, helper and destination, has instead been inserted between the MAC header and the MAC payload.

C. Summary of Implemented Functionality

Depending on the specific role a station assumes, different new logics will be invoked, which is summarized in

Table II. In a real environment, every station can be assumedas a candidate helper for any neighbor station. Thus,

irrespective of the actual role a station plays in the communication, it always transmits theHello message in a

regular basis. On the other hand, once a station receives aHello message, it updates itsCoopTablebased upon the

received information. Under this scheme, a station is always aware of candidate helpers in the area.

D. Experimental Setup

The setup used in the experiment consists of 10 laptops, whose basic configurations are outlined in Table III.

In the ensuing experimental study, three different networktopologies will be used, which are depicted in Figure

5. In each possible topology, one station is a dedicated destination, which mimics the functionality of an access

point. The rest of the stations are either traffic sources, orhelpers or both. To calibrate the testbed, the positions of

stations have been adjusted until the throughputs achievedby all stations become roughly equal.

E. Measurement Methodology

Majority of the statistics generated in the experiment, including throughput, packet loss and jitter, are measured

by usingIperf [18], which is a powerful tool for traffic generation and results measurement. A typical experiment

setup could be to run anIperf client at a handful of stations to generate UDP or TCP traffic streams, while anIperf

server residing on the dedicated destination receives the traffic and collects the statistics. To remove any random
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TABLE III: Basic Configuration of Mobile Stations

Model IBM T23

CPU Power Intel Pentium III processor 1 GHz

Memory 384MB

Operating system Redhat Linux 9

Kernel version 2.4.32

802.11 NIC EnGenius 2511 CD PLUS, PCMCIA

802.11 Chipset Intersil Prism 2.5

effect and short-term fluctuation, we run each experiment 5 times and each run lasts 10 minutes. Then, we get the

average results.

The measurement of average delay appears to be not a trivial undertaking as it may seem, since no mean end-to-

end delay statistics are provided byIperf or other off-the-shelf traffic measurement tools. As further explained in

[21], tight synchronization between the transmitter and receiver is mandated, if the delay is to be measured directly.

To circumvent the synchronization requirement, which is notoriously difficult to meet, the end-to-end delay is

therefore derived based upon a round trip delay that can be measured more easily. More specifically, a new testing

function has been implemented in the driver, which lets the transmitter periodically broadcast a packet. Once the

receiver successfully decodes the packet, it immediately sends another broadcast packet back to the transmitter. Since

the delay incurred on each direction can be considered as identical, the one-way end-to-end delay experienced by

a data packet is approximately equal to half of the round-trip delay observed at the transmitter. The delay statistics

derived thereof essentially is the time from the moment thatthe wireless MAC driver pushes the packet into the

MAC transmission queue, untill the time the packet is passedfrom the physical layer to the MAC buffer at the
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Fig. 6: Throughput Comparison: No Active Traffic from Helper.

receiver. A closer examination of this delay value reveals that it consists of several major components, namely the

delay incurred at the transmitter (e.g., kernel interrupt delay in the driver, random backoff time, DIFS), transmission

time, and delay experienced at the receiver (e.g., delay associated with kernel interrupt that signals to the MAC layer

the arrival of a new packet, etc.). Note that no time will be spent on transmitting ACK packet, because broadcast

transmission does not require any acknowledgment.

VI. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION FOR THE DRIVERS APPROACH

Based upon the testbed described in Section V-E, numerous experiments have been conducted, and the results

obtained are reported and analyzed in this section.

A. Baseline Scenario

A baseline scenario, which only consists of 1 transmitter, 1helper and 1 receiver, is first used to develop a

basic understanding of the implication of cooperation, andestablish a benchmark for performance study of more

sophisticated settings. Thanks to its simplicity, this scenario isolates such interfering factor as collision, and creates

an ideal environment that gives rise to several crucial insights related to the behavior of CoopMAC.

1) Throughput Improvement at Source:In the first experiment, source stationSTAs generates traffic using an

Iperf client, while the correspondingIperf server running at the destinationSTAd collects the end-to-end throughput

statistics. All rate combinations used in the experiment has been lised in Table IV.

Note that the helperSTAh in this case does not pump its own traffic into network. Separate experiments have

been run for UDP and TCP traffic respectively, and the resultsare depicted in Figure 6.

For both types of traffic, CoopMAC enablesSTAs to deliver substantially higher throughput, as readily demon-

strated in Figure 6. In addition, Figures 6(a) and 6(b) also disclose that the throughput gain achieved by cooperation



TABLE IV: Settings for Baseline Scenario

Case Rsd Rsh Rhd Traffic

1 1 Mbps 11 Mbps 11 Mbps

2 1 Mbps 11 Mbps 5.5 Mbps MSDU size = 1000 bytes

3 1 Mbps 5.5 Mbps 5.5 Mbps

4 1 Mbps 11 Mbps 2 Mbps Saturation Load

5 1 Mbps 5.5 Mbps 2 Mbps
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Fig. 7: Throughput Comparison: Active Traffic from Helper.

becomes more pronounced, as transmission ratesRsh andRhd are increased.

2) Throughput Improvement at Helper:The impact of cooperation on helpers, however, is not that straightforward,

and requires further exploration. In the second experiment, the Iperf client atSTAh is switched on, so that it not

only relays traffic on behalf ofSTAs, but also transmits its own packets toSTAd.

As suggested in Figure 7, CoopMAC protocol creates awin-win situation, instead of a zero-sum game. That

is, STAh can derive some benefit by helping forward the packets for theslow source station. At first glance

counterintuitive, this observation can be thoroughly explained by the fact that ifSTAh participates in forwarding,

STAs can finish its packet transmission much earlier, thereby enabling bothSTAs and STAh to transmit more

bits in a unit time. From those results we conclude that CoopMAC also solves the performance anomaly problem of

802.11 [28] by boosting the slow stations’ performance thatresults in the improvement of fast stations’ performance.

3) Interaction with Transport Protocol:In Figure 7, we can see the throughput comparison in a scenario of a

source, an active helper and a destination. Direct transmission between source stationSTAs and destinationSTAd

always occurs at 1 Mbps, and helper stationSTAh can sustain 11 Mbps for communication with bothSTAs and

STAd. An important trend displayed in Figure 7(a) is that bandwidth in the IEEE 802.11 network is equally shared
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by the two UDP sources atSTAs andSTAh respectively, in spite of the fact that physical layer bit rate supported

by STAh is 10 times higher than that atSTAs. Indeed, this notion of fairness that 802.11 strives to maintain has

been known as the major culprit for a serious network-wide throughput degradation [29]. The CoopMAC protocol

obviously preserves this fairness, as no significant disparity in the throughput ofSTAh andSTAs can be seen in

Figure 7(a).

For TCP traffic in the 802.11 network, however, Figure 7(b) indicates that the slow source stationSTAs

surprisingly grabs even more bandwidth than the fast helperstation STAh, which seems to defy conventional

wisdom. A closer examination discloses that the long-term fairness can no longer be honored, primarily because

of the widely known problematic cross-layer interaction between the random access MAC protocol and the TCP

congestion control mechanism [30]. More precisely, the transmission of the slow stationSTAs, which inevitably

occupies more channel time, may cause the fast stationSTAh to experience an excessively long channel access

delay. Even worse, due to the short-term unfairness issue described in [31], the channel can be captured by the slow

STAs for an extended period of time. As illustrated in Figure 8, this channel capture effect further exacerbates the

delay perceived by the fast station, which may lead to a TCP timeout, result in a reduction in the TCP congestion

window, and ultimately slow down the TCP traffic atSTAh.

With cooperation, this mismatch between the MAC and TCP protocols can be ameliorated, and the long-term

fairness be restored, as readily demonstrated in Figure 7(b). Thanks to the assistance of cooperative relay, packets

from the slow source station will release the wireless channel much earlier. Consequently, the delay experienced at

the fast relay falls to a value too low to incur any higher layer timeout under most circumstances.

B. Hello Packet Interval

It is known that the frequency at which theHello packet is broadcast exerts crucial influence on the system

performance. A new experimental scenario that contains 1 source, 2 helpers and 1 destination has been setup to

investigate this impact. Packets are only generated at source stationSTAs in this experiment, and the rates supported

on all related links are listed in Table V. The second relaySTAh2 remains available all the time, while the first

one STAh1 alternates betweenawakeand dormantstate every15 seconds to mimic user mobility and dynamic

channel condition. Note that since relaySTAh1 maintains fast links to both the source and destination, it will be

chosen as the helper as long as the source thinks thatSTAh1 is still located in close physical proximity. Of course,
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TABLE V: Settings for Study of Hello Packet Interval

Rsd Rs h1 Rh1 d Rs h2 Rh2 d

1 Mbps 11 Mbps 11 Mbps 11 Mbps 5.5 Mbps

if the Hello packets fromSTAh1 disappear after it becomes dormant,STAs eventually would realize thatSTAh1

is unavailable, and therefore turns toSTAh2 for help.

The Hello packet interval is varied in the experiment, and the resultant UDP throughput is collected and plotted

in Figure 9. A small value of this interval lets the sourceSTAs be constantly updated of the current state of relay

STAh1, but unavoidably causes more overhead. On the other hand, overhead can be reduced, but the information

about the status ofSTAh1 may become stale at the source, as the interval grows excessively large. When the

interval falls between the range of 0.1 to 0.2 seconds, a balance can be struck and the maximum throughput can

be achieved, given thatSTAh1 goes off every 15 seconds. However, a general optimal operating region ofHello

interval value is far more complicated to predict, as the availability and suitability of a relay in reality depend on

such highly random factors as channel fading, mobility and usage pattern.

C. End-to-End Delay

Another key dimension of performance for any MAC protocol isthe delay, which in fact plays a more critical

role than throughput in determining network’s capability of supporting QoS-sensitive applications.

The scenario configured to measure the average end-to-end delay has been summarized in Table VI. The delay

measurement methodology described in Section V-E has been applied, and the average delay is obtained based

upon the experiment results for over106 broadcast packets.

As portrayed in Figure 10, it is evident that the cooperativeforwarding significantly lowers the average delay

for all the cases studied, when the MSDU size is reasonably large. But once the MSDU size drops below 200
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TABLE VI: Settings for Study of End-to-End Delay

Case Rsd Rsh Rhd

1 1 Mbps 11 Mbps 11 Mbps

2 1 Mbps 11 Mbps 5.5 Mbps

3 1 Mbps 5.5 Mbps 5.5 Mbps

bytes, IEEE 802.11b seems to perform better, since it avoidsthe overhead associated with CoopMAC. Nonetheless,

note that this small adverse operation region may never be entered, if CoopMAC adopts a dynamic relay selection

algorithm, in which the sourceSTAs would simply fall back to legacy 802.11 for small frames.

D. Protocol Dynamics

To study the dynamic behavior of the protocol, a medium size testbed has been constructed, where 4 sources, 4

helpers and 1 dedicated destination are involved in the experiment. The UDP traffic is originated from both the source

and the helper station, which implies that the channel access opportunities seized by each helper somehow have

to be shared by both the locally generated traffic and the forwarded traffic. Table VII lists all the rate information

related to the experiment.

TABLE VII: Settings for Study of Network Dynamics

Rsid, ∀i ∈ [1, 4] Rsihj
, ∀i, j ∈ [1, 4] Rhid, ∀j ∈ [1, 4]

1 Mbps 11 Mbps 11 Mbps

For both 802.11 and CoopMAC network, Figure 11 illustrates how the throughput achieved by each station

changes with respect to the load applied. A simple comparison of Figure 11(a) and 11(b) shows that the per-station
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Fig. 11: Throughput Comparison.

throughput for both 802.11 and CoopMAC would increase, whenthe load saturates the system. In addition, both

the fast helper stations and slow source stations still can accomplish a fair share of the bandwidth, which is as

anticipated.

However, the difference between the behavior of two protocols is more pronounced than the similarity, and the

superiority of cooperative MAC is clear in this setting.

1) Saturation Point

The 802.11 network passes the critical tipping point as early as0.2Mbps/station, while CoopMAC does not

experience saturation until a load of0.5Mbps/station. Thus, the maximum throughput thereby achieved by

CoopMAC is approximately2.5 times higher than that for 802.11.

2) Post-Saturation Regime

Once entering the respective saturation regions, all stations in 802.11 invariably start to witness significant

packet drop and throughput deterioration. For helper stations in cooperative MAC, however, the decrease is

stalled after an initial dip, and then is stabilized at a plateau of about0.28Mbps/station. On the other hand,

in spite of the fact that throughput of source stations in CoopMAC more or less follows the same trend of

monotonic decline observed in 802.11, its absolute value isstill notably higher.

A closer scrutiny further suggests that this performance disparity between the helper stations and source stations

in a CoopMAC network is an artifact resulted by our present implementation approach, and is expected to disappear

once the access to firmware becomes available. More specifically, as explained in Section V, the cooperative MAC

protocol is currently realized at the driver level, which forces the helper stations to pass the received foreign packets

into the driver spaceand queue them together with the native traffic in thesamebuffer. When the local load at

the helpers grows high enough, the arrival rate of the indigenous packets at the buffer far surpasses that of the



TABLE VIII: Settings for Study of Network Capacity and Jitter

Acronym Num. of Source Num. of Helper Num. of

Notation Stations Stations Destination

1/1/1 1 1 1

2/2/1 2 2 1

3/3/1 3 3 1

4/4/1 4 4 1
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Fig. 12: Network Capacity versus Number of Stations.

packets received from the source stations. Therefore, the rate at which the packets can be received at the helpers

places a bottleneck on the end-to-end throughput of the forwarded traffic, which essentially gives local helper traffic

preferential treatment.

E. Network Capacity and Jitter

To gain a high level view of the protocol performance, the aggregate network capacity and jitter statistics for

UDP traffic are collected and depicted in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. The corresponding experiment settings

are summarized in Table VIII. Thenumber of stationsreferred in the horizontal axis of Figure 12 includes both

the source and helper stations, but not the destination. Direct transmission between source stationsSTAs and

destinationSTAd always occur at 1 Mbps, and helper stationsSTAh can sustain 11 Mbps for communication with

both STAs andSTAd.

As demonstrated in Figure 12, cooperative MAC protocol easily delivers a network capacity that is up to 2.5

times higher than the achievable by 802.11. In addition, this improvement is sustainable across a variety of network

sizes.

Concerning the jitter,Iperf can provide a measurement for each traffic stream. UseJ(STAsi
) andJ(STAhj

) to

denote the jitter observed at each source and helper station. To compare the worst case scenario,max[J(STAsi
)]
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Fig. 14: CPU Usage Comparison.

andmax[J(STAhj
)] have been extracted from the statistics and depicted in Figure 13 for source and helper station,

respectively.

As compared to network capacity, both Figure 13(a) and 13(b)indicate that jitter is more sensitive to the network

size. Moreover, although helper stations support higher transmission rate than source stations, they somehow observe

higher variance in end-to-end delay (jitter) in an 802.11 network. A similar trend has been previously identified

and an explanation offered in Section VI-A3, where the interaction with TCP layer was first investigated.

Once cooperative MAC is adopted, the jitter performance forboth source and helper stations can be improved.

In addition, the fast helper stations now perceive lower jitter than the slow source stations, implying that the issue

of unfairly high jitter for fast stations has been successfully resolved by CoopMAC.
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Fig. 15: Video Quality Comparison: A Snapshot.

F. Computational Overhead

A substantial proportion of mobile devices deployed in the field have limited computing power. To assess the

feasibility of leveraging cooperative diversity from the devices with such a constraint, the computational overhead

incurred by cooperation should be evaluated.

In this experiment, settings similar to that outlined in Section VI-A has been used. Two UDP packet trains with

4 Mbps load are generated at the source station, and CPU usageat both the source and helper station during the

time interval of packet transmission is recorded by using the GNOME System Monitortool. The captured traces

are displayed in Figure 14, the horizontal and vertical axisof which represent time evolution and the percentage

of CPU resources used at that time instance, respectively. The comparison of Figures 14(a) and 14(b) suggests that

more CPU cycles have to be consumed by the helper to relay a packet than by source station to transmit a packet,

which is primarily due to the fact that the reception of the packets to be forwarded at the helper causes additional

computation expense. Note that once the protocol is implemented in the firmware, this additional CPU expense

would not occur, because all the processing associated withrelay then would be handled by the wireless LAN card

only and be transparent to the host CPU.

Despite the increase of computational overhead at the helpers, neither the source nor the helper have been

overwhelmed by the processing associated with cooperation. Moreover, since the laptops used in the testbed are not

top of the line, the impact of additional computational overhead would be even less noticeable on the state-of-the-art

mobile devices.

G. A Demo of Video Application

Although highly encouraging, all aforementioned results are obtained in experiments that rely on artificial traffic

patterns. The final judgment regarding the efficacy of cooperation cannot be made until the improvement is delivered



up to the application layer and becomes appreciable throughuser perception.

To this end, the transmission of a video clip is considered inthe testbed described in Section VI-A. AV LC [32]

server is placed at the source station and constantly streams a commercial video clip, while the destination station

runs aV LC media player to play the video.

As anticipated, the user perception is poor for video transmission in the 802.11 network, as noticeable freezes and

distortions occur frequently. Meanwhile, the video is smooth and artifact-free, when it is received over a cooperative

MAC network. Figure 15(a) and 15(b) provide a snapshot of thevideo seen at the destination for 802.11 and

cooperative MAC, respectively. The comparison of these twofigures is typical and reveals the substantial difference

between the video quality that these two different protocols can deliver.

VII. SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO APPROACH

As mentioned earlier we were not able to implement CoopMAC inits full sense due to several limitations posed

by the architecture of the wireless card hardware. More particularly, CoopMAC defines some features that require

modifications in the time critical functionalities of the wireless card. As a result, the final implementation of the

scheme in HostAP was limited to an emulation of the original protocol. The open source drivers implementation of

CoopMAC missed several critical functional characteristics of the original protocol. The cooperative protocol, the

way it was implemented on the open source drivers, is very similar to a layer 3 forwarding mechanism that takes

under consideration the channel quality for the next hop forwarding. In particular, it introduces more overhead and

it suffers from longer delays. Nevertheless, the experimental results showed significant benefits of using cooperation

in the MAC layer. Therefore we decided to move forward and continue with the implementation of the protocol

using a more flexible platform in order to achieve more accurate results.

The obvious choice was a software defined radio, since in suchan approach, both the PHY and the MAC layers

are designed in software and therefore they can be changed toany extent. Moreover, an all-software radio platform

gives us the ability to go lower in the PHY layer and design MACand PHY cross-layer schemes that enable PHY

layer cooperation at the receiver. Two strong candidate platforms were GNU radio [16] and WARP [17]. GNU

radio is a popular platform that has the MAC and PHY layer implementations in software that can run on a PC.

The PC communicates though a USB cable with a simple transceiver that takes care of the transmission/reception

of the signal. Due to the USB connectivity between the PC and the wireless board, GNU radio has a very limited

capability of implementing sophisticated PHY and MAC protocols since this communication experiences long

delay. This delay introduces synchronization problems in the MAC layer and performance limitations in the PHY

layerref:GNU. Therefore, although GNU radio allows us to build a version of our protocol, the above limitations

do not allow for a realistic implementation.

WARP seemed a more promising solution since it consists of a Xilinx Virtex II Pro FPGA board with embedded

Power PC processors and therefore, the process as well as thetransmission/reception of the frames are done on the

board. Such hardware allows for realistic MAC and PHY layer implementations that could give PHY layer rates

similar to those provided in IEEE 802.11a,g.



Using the WARP radio platform we were able to overcome all of the three limitations listed above. However, in

this paper we focus on the description and the implications of the first two limitations. The RTS-CTS model is an

optional supportive functionality that copes with the hidden terminal problem. Consequently, the RTS-HTS-CTS

model is an extension of the RTS-CTS scheme that copes with the same problem. Since the focus of this work

is the study of the benefits of cooperation between stations in the MAC layer, the study of the hidden terminal

problem is out of the scope of this paper.

A. Software Defined Radio Testbed Architecture

WARP consists of a Xilinx Virtex II Pro FPGA board with embedded Power PC processors and allows for realistic

MAC and PHY layer implementations that could give PHY layer rates similar to those provided in IEEE 802.11a,g.

It provides a complete embedded programing environment forthe design of PHY and MAC layers. In addition, it

has four daughter card slots in which radio cards or customized cards can be inserted to connect to FPGA. The

current physical layer design uses an Orthogonal FrequencyDivision Multiplexing (OFDM) implementation that

is loosely based on the PHY layer of the 802.11a standard. Theradio board uses 2.4GHz/5 ISM/UNII bands for

transmission.

In the MAC layer WARP provides a framework called WARPMAC andWARPHY which is used for devel-

opment of advanced MAC protocols. WARPMAC and WARPPHY are a set of functions that provide MAC type

functionalities and functionalities to access the PHY layer respectively, and they work as the interface between the

PHY and the user application layer. This MAC framework is implemented in the PowerPC and the code is written

in the C language using Xilinx Platform Studio.

Rice University provides many software resources on the WARP web site [17] including an Aloha-like MAC

and a CSMA-like MAC. For our implementation we based our development on the CSMA-like MAC.

VIII. I MPLEMENTATION OF COOPMAC USING THE ALL SOFTWARE RADIO PLATFORM

In our implementation of CoopMAC on an all software radio platform, the OFDM reference design version 8

of the WARP platform has been used. The OFDM reference designversion 8 implements the CSMA protocol for

medium access control, so it is a perfect candidate for legacy wireless protocols. We implemented CoopMAC using

the CSMA model of the WARPMAC framework. Whenever we refer toa node in the following discussion, we

refer to a WARP node.

In our implementation we define two operational modes for thetransmission.Direct modewhich is the legacy

direct mode under the CSMA protocol (no cooperation) andCooperative modewhich is the mode that enables

CoopMAC. In this mode the packet is forwarded to the destination through the helper using two fast hops. The

decision about whether the transmission is inDirect modeor in Cooperative modeis taken by the source station

after considering the information maintained in theCoopTableabout candidate helpers in neighborhood and the

rates they can sustain with both the source and the destination. In the rest of tis section we describe the changes



we introduced in several parts of the CSMA functionality of WARPMAC in order to implement the cooperative

MAC protocol.

A. Addressing and Packet Structure

The addressing schemethat we used for CoopMAC is based on the one defined in WARPMAC.Each node

has a unique nodeID which is determined by 4 dip switches. Therefore, a total of 16 unique nodeID’s can be

generated. Based on the nodeID, the MAC code generates a MAC address string and assigns it to the node. The

Nodes maintain a table that maps nodeID’s to the corresponding MAC addresses.

The following is the description of thePacket structurethat is defined in WARPMAC as well as the necessary

changes we made to support CoopMAC. We call the enhanced packet structureCoopFrame. CoopFrame consists

of two parts, theMAC Headerand Data Payload. The MAC header consists of two fields,Phyheaderand isNew.

isNewis a flag that indicates whether a packet is under transmission process (transmitted but not acknowledged) or

reception process (received but not yet processed) and its functionality is not a part of the CoopMAC implementation.

The Phyheaderconsists of following sub-fields:

1) Source Address: The MAC address of the source station (in both direct and cooperative mode).

2) Destination Address: The MAC address of the destination station. In direct mode this is the address of the

final destination. In the cooperative mode this is the address of the immediate destination in the particular

hop ( i.e, the helper in the first hop, the final destination in the second hop).

3) CoopDestinationID: This is a new subfield we introduce in order to handle the forwarding process. It is used

in the cooperative mode and it indicates thefinal destinationfor the packet. In the first hop, this field indicates

the final destination while theDestination Addressfield (mentioned above) indicates the address of the helper.

CoopDestinationIDis used by the helper when it generates the header of the packet for the second hop in

order to define the final destination of the packet.

4) PktType: It is used to indicate the nature of the packet:

• DATAPACKET: A packet that is used in direct mode.

• COOPPACKET: A packet that is used in CoopMAC for the first hop transmission (source to helper).

• COOPFINAL: A packet that is used in CoopMAC for the second hop transmission

• ACK: A control packet that acknowledges successful reception and sent by the destination to the source.

5) Full Rate: This field is used to indicate the rate at which the payload ofa packet is transmitted.

6) Current Resend: It is used to indicate the number of retransmissions.

7) Length: This is used to indicate the length of the payload.

8) Checksum: A checksum value that is calculated and handled by the PHY layer.

B. Transmission

When the MAC layer of a node receives a packet for transmission from the application layer, it refers to the

CoopTableto decide whether to use a helper (Cooperative mode) or transmit directly (Direct mode). Based on the
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Fig. 16: Simplified flow graphs of transmission and receptionprocesses in COOPMAC.

chosen mode, the MAC header is created. In Direct mode thePacket Typeis DATAPACKET, Source Addressis the

node’s MAC address,Destination Addressis the destination MAC address.CoopDestinationIDfield is not used in

this case. In case of Cooperative mode,Destination Addressis the address of the helper and theCoopDestinationID

is the ID of the final destination. This allows the helper to generate the second hop packet header as was described

in the above subsection. Once the packet is appended with theappropriate MAC header, the node initiates a

transmission using the CSMA protocol. The packet, in the case of the direct mode, is transmitted directly to the

destination while in the case of the cooperative mode, is forwarded to the helper. The transmission rate in each

case is adjusted through a rate adaptation scheme that is based on the channel condition between the source and

the intended destination. We must mention here that the source will use a cooperative mode only if the rates in the

two hops are higher than the direct rate (and therefore will lead to gains using this scheme). Figure 16(a) provides

a simplified flow graph of transmission process in CoopMAC.

C. Reception

On reception of a packet the node checks whether it is the receiver by checking theDestination Addressfield in

the packet header. If the node is the receiver, four cases canarise, based on the value of thePktTypefield:

1) DATAPACKET: If the received packet is DATAPACKET, then an ACK is transmitted back to the source node.

2) COOPPACKET: This is the packet type used between the source and the helper. On receiving a COOP-

PACKET, the receiver realizes that it should react as a helper. Therefore, it replaces theDestination Address



field with that of the final destination address based on theCoopDestinationIDfield, and forwards the packet

immediately, without contending for the channel.

3) COOPFINAL: This is the packet type used between the helper and the final destination. On receiving

COOPFINAL packet, the destination sends back an ACK, directly to the source node.

4) ACK: On receiving an ACK, the source node stops the timeoutprocess and proceeds with the next transmis-

sion.

A simplified flow graph of the reception process is shown in Figure 16(b). In this particular figure we do not show

the ACK reception. In order to enable the ACK transmission directly from the destination to the source, theSource

Addressfield of the packet header remains the same throughout the twohop transmission. In this way the final

receiver is aware of the actual source.

D. Implementation of the CoopTable

TABLE IX: CoopTable

Destination DirectRate Helper Rsh Rhd

MACAddress (Mbps) MACAddress (Mbps) (Mbps)

16.24.63.53.e2.c3 6 16.24.63.53.e2.c4 24 24

16.24.63.53.e2.c7 6 16.24.63.53.e2.c12 24 12

... ... .... .... ....

The CoopTable is an important feature of CoopMAC since it allows nodes to decide whether they should use

cooperation or not. The WARP implementation of CoopTable has the following fields:

The sustainable transmission rate is represented with a metric of the channel which is a measure of the achievable

transmission rate. In our implementation, as the metric value we use the numeric mask that defines a particular

data rate in the PHY layer. The metric to data rate mapping forWARP is shown in Table X.

TABLE X: Supported Data Rates in WARP

ModulationScheme Metric PHY Rate(Mbps)

BPSK 1 6

QPSK 2 12

QAM16 4 24

QAM64 6 36

In this table, a higher metric value implies a higher data rate. The CoopTable is updated passively after the

reception of any packet that is transmitted by a node in the neighborhood. By checking theFull Rate subfield in

the MAC header of the packet, the node is aware of the bit rate of the packet payload and therefore the channel

condition between its source and the destination. In this way, a node gets informed about the channel conditions



of neighboring helpers with itself as well as with potentialdestinations. We should mention that the MAC header

of the packet is transmitted at the base rate (BPSK), and therefore any node in the proximity of the transmitter

can receive it, decode it, and use the information containedwithin it to update its CoopTable. In addition to this

passive approach, we implemented an active approach where periodic Hello packets are transmitted by each node

in the network. AHello packet contains information about the sustainable rates between the particular node and its

neighbors (Rate Table). A node that receives aHello packet updates its CoopTable based on this information.

E. Transmission Rates

WARP nodes support dynamic modulation per packet. This information is included in theFull Ratesubfield of

the MAC header of the packet and is used for the demodulation of the packet at the receiver. The MAC header is

transmitted at the base rate, which is BPSK for our implementation. This is done to increase the robustness of the

decoding process of the header at the receiver. Similarly, an ACK is transmitted at the lowest rate using BPSK in

order to minimize loss of ACK. A WARP node with the current configuration supports four PHY rates as shown

in Table 1.
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Fig. 17: Throughput and delay performance in scenario 1

IX. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION ON THE ALL SOFTWARE RADIO APPROACH

In order to study the performance of the CoopMAC we conductedseveral experiments. In this paper due to space

limitations we describe two basic scenarios that give a clear picture of the performance of the new implementation.

In the performance evaluation we compared the implemented CoopMAC protocol with two other schemes:

• The CSMA approach that emulates the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. We will call this schemedirect transmis-

sion.



• Approach 1 as described prevously based on Driver platform.In order to differentiate between the two coopera-

tive approaches we call this schemeCoopMAC with contention, while we call the accurate implementation(SDR

approach) of the mechanismCoopMACwithout contention.

As evaluation metrics we use the total number of successful packets (throughput) as well as the average delay

per packet. We should mention that the QAM 64 modulation scheme of the current PHY layer implementation in

the WARP platform is not very stable and therefore we avoidedusing this rate in our experiments. We only used

BPSK, QPSK and QAM-16.

we currently have only three WARP nodes for conducting experiments. However, this small-scale testbed was

enough for our purposes which was to show the fundamental benefits gained when using cooperative MAC schemes

in a real environment.

All measurements were done indoors. For generating UDP traffic, we used Iperf [18]. In all cases, the UDP packet

length was 1470 bytes. Each scenario was run 10 times, for 50 seconds and the results were averaged. For the

experiments, three nodes were used: a source, a destinationand a helper. Therefore, the information in Cooptable

was statically entered with metrics depending on the particular scenario. The metric selection is described in detail

for each experiment.

A. Scenario 1
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Fig. 18: Throughput and Packet error rate comparison in scenario 2.

In the first experiment we study the performance of the cooperative MAC protocol in a typical scenario: We

consider the case when the channel between the source and thedestination is poor and that the helper is located

in between the two nodes. Therefore it has a good channel quality with both of them. We compare the CoopMAC

implementation withCoopMAC with contentionas well as todirect transmission. We emulated the bad channel

in direct mode by forcing the data rate in the direct transmission to be6Mbps (BPSK). The transmission via the



helper for both hops was fixed at24Mbps (QAM-16). Using Iperf we generated UDP traffic that was passed to

the WARP nodes connected to PCs through an Ethernet cable.

In Figure 17(a) we see the throughput of the three schemes as the traffic load increases. It is clear that

CoopMAC (with or without contention) performs better than the direct transmission. It is due to the fact that

the Cooperative protocol significantly reduces the transmission time taken by the slow node. Therefore, cooperation

enables efficient use of the wireless channel to achieve extra capacity. Additionally, we can see in the figure that

the new implementation (CoopMAC without contention) performs much better than our earlier implementation

(CoopMAC with contention). This is because inCoopMAC with contention, the source and helper compete with

each other for the medium for the first and second hop transmissions. Additionally, in this scheme two Acks are

generated for each successful forwarding. In the more accurate implementation of CoopMAC (CoopMAC without

contention) there is no contention for the second hop transmission. Additionally, there is a single direct ACK for

each two hop transmission. Therefore, the boost due to cooperation is even higher.

In Figure 17(b), we depict the delay for each scheme in heavy load conditions (This is an overload condition).

It is clear that the cooperative protocols decrease the transmission time of the slow node reducing in this way the

delay. For (CoopMAC without contention) the delay is even smaller since it avoids the extra delay that is introduced

in the second hop in the other cooperative scheme due to the contention before the transmission of the packet.

Fig. 19: Scenario 2 setup

B. Scenario 2

In a typical cooperative system the gains of cooperation canbe translated into different metrics. By using

cooperative protocols we can boost the transmission rates while keeping the Packet Error Rate(PER) constant,

or we can decrease the PER for the same transmission rate, or we can decrease the transmission power for the

same transmission rate and PER. In the previous scenario we showed the benefits of cooperation by boosting the

transmission rate, while keeping the PER constant. In this experiment we show the gains obtained by decreasing

the PER while fixing the transmission rate. We setup the topology of the experiment as shown in the Figure 19, the

sourceS and the destinationD were not in the line of sight of each other and they were located in positions where

their communication was poor even at the basic rate (BPSK). The helperH is put in a position between the source



and the destination. The transmission rate for the direct aswell as for the two hops of the cooperative communication

is 6Mbps (BPSK). We runIperf and we applied different traffic load. We compared the performance of the new

implemented scheme to that of thedirect transmission. In Figure 18 we show the throughput and the PER for traffic

load of 1Mbps. As we can see in Figure 18(a) the throughput of CoopMAC is almost double than that ofdirect

transmission. This initially seems counter-intuitive due to the fact that now the cooperative MAC protocol breaks

the transmission into two hops, each at the basic rate and therefore doubles the transmission time. The explanation

of this result is in figure 18(b) that depicts the PER for the same scenario. As the figure shows, the PER for the

direct transmission is very high (higher than 40%). However, by using the cooperative scheme and forwarding the

packets through a helper that sustains good channel with both the source and the destination we can keep the PER

of the communication at a very low level (less than 2%) and therefore we can increase the efyciency of the network.

X. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The impact of a performance study in a real environment can never be over-emphasized as it is able to identify

the limitations of the predictions yielded by theoretical analysis and simulation, and valuable practical insights into

protocol design and potential improvements are gained.

This paper represents one of the few attempts that relies on an experimental approach to develop an understanding

of cooperation at MAC layer. The measurement results obtained, confirm that the cooperative MAC protocol can

substantially improve the performance (e.g., throughput,mean end-to-end delay, jitter, etc.) for not only the stations

being helped, but also the ones who offer the cooperation.

Furthermore, the paper sheds light on several critical issues particular to cooperation, such as the implication of

MAC cooperation on TCP protocol, dynamics of protocol behavior, etc., which to the best knowledge of authors

have been presented for the first time. Note that early awareness, precise comprehension and proper caution of

these issues can help in future implementation and experimentation.

The paper describes two different implementation approaches. An implementation that is based on open source

drivers as well as an implementation that is based on an software defined radio platform. A detailed description of

the motivations for the implementation of the protocol on each platform is given, as well as benefits and limitations

of the two approaches. The later (SDR approach) seems to be highly promising as it allows modification of the

physical layer functions and therefore makes it possible torealize MAC-PHY cross layer mechanisms. On the other

hand, an open source wireless driver platform limits the capability of modifying physical layer functions. However

it would enable resultant prototype to be directly comparedwith 802.11 commercial product something that is not

feasible on the case of the SDR.

As for possible future work, we are planning to continue withthe implementation of cooperative schemes in

the PHY layer, and combine them with the existing cooperative MAC protocol. In this way, we will implement

realistic cooperative cross layer mechanisms that will further improve the wireless network performance by enabling

cooperation at the PHY layer as well.
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